
 

SNOW  

BLIZZARD 

 

AI-29400 6’ $4138 

AI-29410 8’ $4871 

AI-29420 10’ $5486 

AI-29430 12” $5978 

 

 

Designed to make any tractor a high production snow removal machine, Typically this blade 

will remove snow 200% faster than large snow buckets. High strength steel is used through-

out with reversible hardened cutting edges, skid shoes are standard. 

 

SNOW BUCKET 

1S54 54” (LD) $1505 

2S60 60” (LD) $1674 

3S66 66” (LD) $1784 

3S72 72” (LD) $1920 

3S84 84” (LD) $2058 

3S92 92” (LD) $2130 

 

 

 

Ice and snow are no match for the AI Snow Bucket. 

 

Here are some HOT Deals 

 

 

Here are some HOT Deals 

HEAVY DUTY 

SNOW/GRAIN 

BUCKET 

4S60 60” (HD) $1643 

4S66 66” (HD) $1783 

4S72 72” (HD) $1920 

4S94 84” (HD) $2331 

4S92 92” (HD) $3737 

4S96 96” (HD) $4400 

 

Heavy duty general purpose bucket can be used for almost any application. Use it for snow, 

grain, manure, light material, etc. 

 

"V" SNOW PLOW 

AI-28910 48” $4813 

AI-28911 60” $5000 

AI-28912 84” $5575 

 

 

 

 

 

Fast and efficient way to remove snow from 

sidewalks and paths. Unloads snow equally 

right and left. 



 

 

 

 

LOG SPLITTER 

 

AI log splitter allows 

you 30 tons of split 

force. Featuring an 8 

inch splitting blade and 

a standard log cradle. 

 

3PHS38 $1563 

SQUARE BALE GRAPPLE 

Designed for picking up and moving bales in large 

capacities. Hydraulic clamp is standard. 

AI-6SBG $2000 

AI-6SBG-2 $2244 

AI-6SBG-3 $2992 

 

 

SINGLE BALE SPEAR (2 JABBERS) 

Heavy duty bale spear for handling large bales. We also have 

other models available including two, three and five spears. 

AI-26550 Single Bale Spear $488 

AI-26551 Double Bale Spear $850 

AI-26552 Triple Bale Spear $1250 

                                                            

PALLET FORKS 

 

AI-15542 42” $1050 

AI-15548 48” $1150 

 

Pallet forks are available in 36", 

42" and 48" tine lengths and have 

an adjustable width from 6" to 

48". Also available is our new hy-

draulic rotating pallet fork. 

BALE CLAMP 

The Bale Clamp is designed for all 

baled materials and also available 

with round (shown) or square clamp 

arms. Optional forks and hydraulic 

rotator are also available. 

 

 

 

 

 

AI-11148 Round Bale Clamp  $1163 

AI-1HRBC Hydraulic Rotator  $3125 


